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Dakota 38+2
Abstract:
This poster will discuss the largest mass execution in U.S. 
history. Thirty-eight Dakota men were executed on December 
26, 1862, in Mankato, Minnesota. Plus two for the two Dakota 
men who were hung the next day. This execution was the end 
of the Dakota War of 1862. All of which was under the decision 
of Abraham Lincoln. 
Key Points:
● Dakota War of 1862
○ Broken Treaties
○ Attacks on white settlements 
● Dakota Trials (November-December of 1862)
○ Moved from the Lower Sioux Agency to Fort Snelling. 
○ tried 392 Dakotas, convicting 323, 303 sentenced to death. 
● Execution
○ Lincoln approved the death penalty for 38. 
○ Lincoln’s decision was partly to satisfy the thirst for revenge 
○ December 26, 1862 in Mankato, Minnesota
● Memorial Ride
Conclusion:
Overall, The Dakota 38+2--the largest mass execution in 
U.S. history--is an example of these discriminatory and 
damaging policies and remains largely unknown or 
misunderstood. The truth is out there but is covered up. 
Abraham Lincoln is no hero to Native Americans. I won't 
deny that the Emancipation Proclamation was a step 
closer to human rights, but not for Native Americans. 
Jaidan Payer
Winnebago Public School
University of Nebraska Lincoln
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